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Cry of the Sea May 06 2020
The International Law of the Sea in the 21st Century Jun 18 2021 The international law of the sea is the oldest
branch in traditional international law but also a fast developing branch in contemporary international law. After the
entry into force of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1994, there have been considerable developments in
the field of the law of the sea. Some provisions of the Convention proved to be inadequate, ambiguous or difficult
for an effective implementation. This book attempts to reflect the latest developments in the law of the sea, including
maritime dispute settlement, maritime boundary delimitation, non-traditional maritime security issues, and the
impact of maritime powers such as the United States on the development of the law of the sea. While the book takes
a holistic approach, it has made a special reference to East Asia, the most vibrant region in economic development
and the most volatile place in maritime disputes in today's world.
A View of the Sea Dec 25 2021 The description for this book, A View of the Sea: A Discussion between a Chief
Engineer and an Oceanographer about the Machinery of the Ocean Circulation, will be forthcoming.
People of the Sea Jul 28 2019 A study of the Vezo fishing people which examines their definition of their own
identity.
The Doors of the Sea Sep 21 2021 Developing his short piece in the "Wall Street Journal" following the horrific
recent Asian tsunami, Hart again takes up this pressing question: How can the existence of a good and loving God be
reconciled with such suffering?
Reflections on the Making of the Modern Law of the Sea Nov 04 2022
Living with the Sea Mar 28 2022 The seas and oceans are currently taking centre stage in academic study and public
consciousness. From the plastics littering our seas, to the role of climate change on ocean currents from unequal
access of marine resources to the treacherous experiences of seafarers who keep our global economy afloat; now is a
crucial time to examine how we live with the sea. This ambitious book brings together an interdisciplinary and
international cohort of contributors from within and?beyond?academia. It offers a range and diversity of insights
unlike previous collections. An ‘oceanic turn’ is taking place, with a burgeoning of academic work that takes
seriously the place of seas and oceans in understanding socio-cultural and political life, past and present. Yet, there
is a significant gap concerning the ways in which we engage with seas and oceans, with a will to enliven action and
evoke change. This book explores these challenges, offering insights from spatial planning, architectural design,
geography, educational studies, anthropology and cultural studies. An examination through these lenses can help us
to better understand human relationships with the seas and oceans, and promote an ethic of care for the future.
Citizens of the Sea Feb 24 2022 "The incredible variety of marine life--in numbers, body form, behavior, and more--

is at the heart of Citizens of the Sea, an irresistible plunge into the surprising world beneath the waves."-from inside
cover.
What Would You Be If You Lived Under the Sea? Aug 09 2020 A joyful adventure combining the discovery of the
sea, and one's self is found between the pages of this book. It all starts one day as we find our friend sitting by the
water's edge. He sees the reflection of a tree and the sun in the water. The reflection makes it look as if the tree and
the sun are under the sea. "How can this be? The sun and tree can not be under the sea," he asks himself. Then our
friend ponders, What would I be if I lived Under the Sea? This is a hard question for our friend, so he starts his quest
of wonder as he asks his classmates and teacher what they would be if they lived under the sea. His question is
answered, as if by magic, when the people answering are transformed into different sea life. This is a colorful seal
tale of both words and imagination that are meant to ignite the readers imagination and spark conversation with
family, classroom, and between friends who wonder what it would be like if they lived under the sea. Professor J.
Arthur even included a way that you can write to him and use your words, and/or pictures of what you would be if
you lived under the sea? to let him know. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of all of Joe Arthur's writing go to:
Associations of Zoos and Aquariums, Covenant House, Native American Right Funds, The NAACP, The USS
Constitution Museum, and the World Wildlife Fund. * Teachers and Parents * This book was written as a
springboard for a 'Know/Want to know/Learned' (KWL) exercise. In this exercise, when the reader imagines what
they would be if they lived under the sea and tells the class what they know. Other students' curiosity's will develop
as they ask questions about their classmates imagined sea creature. Then all may engage in a discussion about what
they learned. This is a fun bonding experience that will also help to build positive interpersonal relationships and
school skills. Professor Arthur's book is a wonderful way to ignite the imagination of our young people and inspire
their involvement in this living environment that we all share. Once the student's imagination is lit, that fire cannot
be put out. Another great tool to teach students about the seas is a visit to their local aquarium. It was Albert Einstein
who said, "Imagination is more important than knowledge." May you grow strong, stay healthy, and be the miracle please.
The Sea Book Nov 23 2021 Featuring fascinating fishy facts accompanied by bright, bold, and beautiful illustrations,
this book takes children on a journey through the sea and all its zones. Touching on mammals, fish, invertebrates,
and reptiles, The Sea Book explores a wealth of incredible marine animals and their habitats, from up on the ice,
down to colourful coral reefs, underwater forests, and right down to the deepest darkest depths where the weird and
wonderful lurk. Following on from The Bee Book, Charlotte Milner continues to highlight to children important
ecological issues faced by our planet, this time with a focus on marine life and the damaging effects humans are
having on our seas. Children will discover what they can do to help, and there are tips on how to live plastic-free.
Children will even get to craft their own recycled shopping bag! This charming celebration of the sea shows children
just how extraordinary our oceans are, and is a reminder that it is up to us to keep it that way.
Salt to the Sea Sep 02 2022 WINNER OF THE CILIP CARNEGIE MEDAL 2017 It's early 1945 and a group of
people trek across Germany, bound together by their desperation to reach the ship that can take them away from the
war-ravaged land. Four young people, each haunted by their own dark secret, narrate their unforgettable stories.
Fans of The Book Thief or Helen Dunmore's The Siege will be totally absorbed. This inspirational novel is based on
a true story from the Second World War. When the German ship the Wilhelm Gustloff was sunk in port in early
1945 it had over 9000 civilian refugees, including children, on board. Nearly all were drowned. Ruta Sepetys,
acclaimed author of Between Shades of Grey, brilliantly imagines their story. 'Ruta Sepetys is a master of historical
fiction' Elizabeth Wein, author of CODE NAME VERITY
David Horvitz: Adjust the Level of the Sea Oct 30 2019 "... a poem composed of 156 waves of thoughts and
actions to be realized in contact with the sea" -Food From The Sea Jun 30 2022 Although the United States and other affluent nations havemore than an adequate
food supply, other nations daily facethe specter of starvation. The world now has a critical population/food dilemma
of potentially major proportions. Production fromthe sea and the land is not keeping pace with a world
populationthat is doubling every thirty-five years. Unless this age-oldMalthusian problem is solved, millions face
starvation and ultimatelydeath.The situation has stimulated substantial international interestin the sea as a source of
food and raw materials. The potentialof the sea-not as a panacea, but as an important source of proteinto augment the
world's food supplies and thereby as a meansof mitigating the crises we face-is a continuing theme throughoutthis
book. At present, fish provide approximately 9 percentof the world's protein. Fish are sought not only for food
butalso for recreation and pleasure. What forces determine the presentsupply and demand for fishery products? More
important,what steps are needed to utilize the full potential of the sea asa source of food and recreation? This book
explores these forcesand thus provides an insight into food potential from the sea.
Islamic Law of the Sea Oct 11 2020 This pioneering research brings into focus the Islamic contribution and
influence in the development of the modern law of the sea.
The Novel and the Sea Jun 26 2019 For a century, the history of the novel has been written in terms of nations and

territories: the English novel, the French novel, the American novel. But what if novels were viewed in terms of the
seas that unite these different lands? Examining works across two centuries, The Novel and the Sea recounts the
novel's rise, told from the perspective of the ship's deck and the allure of the oceans in the modern cultural
imagination. Margaret Cohen moors the novel to overseas exploration and work at sea, framing its emergence as a
transatlantic history, steeped in the adventures and risks of the maritime frontier. Cohen explores how Robinson
Crusoe competed with the best-selling nautical literature of the time by dramatizing remarkable conditions, from the
wonders of unknown lands to storms, shipwrecks, and pirates. She considers James Fenimore Cooper's refashioning
of the adventure novel in postcolonial America, and a change in literary poetics toward new frontiers and to the
maritime labor and technology of the nineteenth century. Cohen shows how Jules Verne reworked adventures at sea
into science fiction; how Melville, Hugo, and Conrad navigated the foggy waters of language and thought; and how
detective and spy fiction built on sea fiction's problem-solving devices. She also discusses the transformation of the
ocean from a theater of skilled work to an environment of pristine nature and the sublime. A significant literary
history, The Novel and the Sea challenges readers to rethink their land-locked assumptions about the novel.
International Law Of The Sea In The Twenty-first Century, The: State Practice In East Asia Jan 02 2020 The
international law of the sea is the oldest branch in traditional international law but also a fast developing branch in
contemporary international law. After the entry into force of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1994,
there have been considerable developments in the field of the law of the sea. Some provisions of the Convention
proved to be inadequate, ambiguous or difficult for an effective implementation. This book attempts to reflect the
latest developments in the law of the sea, including maritime dispute settlement, maritime boundary delimitation,
non-traditional maritime security issues, and the impact of maritime powers such as the United States on the
development of the law of the sea. While the book takes a holistic approach, it has made a special reference to East
Asia, the most vibrant region in economic development and the most volatile place in maritime disputes in today's
world.
A Drop of the Sea Jul 20 2021 A gorgeous story about devotion and dreams coming true at any age. Ali and his
great-grandmother live happily together in a tiny clay house at the edge of the desert. But lately, Ali has begun to
notice how his great-grandmother has aged. And one day, he asks if her lifeês dreams have come true. All except
one, she says. She had a dream to see the sea, but now she is too old. So, the next morning, Ali sets off to make his
great-grandmotherês final dream come true. Heês going to bring the sea to her. Children everywhere will recognize
their own best selves in Aliês heroic act of kindness.
The Sound of the Sea: Seashells and the Fate of the Oceans Jan 26 2022 A Science Friday Best Science Book of
the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of the Year A Library Journal Best Science and Technology Book
of the Year A Tampa Bay Times Best Book of the Year A compelling history of seashells and the animals that make
them, revealing what they have to tell us about nature, our changing oceans, and ourselves. Seashells have been the
most coveted and collected of nature’s creations since the dawn of humanity. They were money before coins,
jewelry before gems, art before canvas. In The Sound of the Sea, acclaimed environmental author Cynthia Barnett
blends cultural history and science to trace our long love affair with seashells and the hidden lives of the mollusks
that make them. Spiraling out from the great cities of shell that once rose in North America to the warming waters of
the Maldives and the slave castles of Ghana, Barnett has created an unforgettable account of the world’s most iconic
seashells. She begins with their childhood wonder, unwinds surprising histories like the origin of Shell Oil as a
family business importing exotic shells, and charts what shells and the soft animals that build them are telling
scientists about our warming, acidifying seas. From the eerie calls of early shell trumpets to the evolutionary miracle
of spines and spires and the modern science of carbon capture inspired by shell, Barnett circles to her central point of
listening to nature’s wisdom—and acting on what seashells have to say about taking care of each other and our
world.
Tales of the Sea Jul 08 2020 Let this collection of seafaring folktales sweep you away with gorgeous illustrations
and captivating stories. A secret path leads across the water to a dragon's kingdom. A mermaid avenges the death of
a human girl. A monstrous squid guards the most beautiful pearl in the world. This collection of traditional folktales
captures the mysterious and magical power of the ocean. As you sail uncharted waters from Norway to New Zealand
and Ghana to Korea, you'll encounter underwater palaces, brave seafarers, and monsters of the deep. Each story is
paired with luminous contemporary art. With creamy paper, a ribbon marker, and a cover adorned with shimmering
foil, this handsome hardcover is truly a book to treasure. POPULAR SERIES: The Tales series gives new life to
traditional stories. Celebrating the richness of folklore around the world, and featuring the work of beloved
contemporary illustrators, these books are beloved by adults and teens alike. GORGEOUS SPECIAL EDITION: A
mesmerizing full-page illustration brings each story alive, while creamy paper, a ribbon marker, and a foil-stamped
cover offer a deluxe reading experience. This keepsake edition is perfect for gifting and display. CELEBRATING
DIVERSITY: Featuring stories from around the world, this collection honors the dazzling diversity of different folk
traditions—as well as the common threads that weave them all together. PERFECT FOR OCEAN LOVERS: From

whales to giant squids, and from selkies to mermaids, there's something here for anyone who feels the magic of the
sea. Perfect for: • Fans of fairy tales and folklore • Ocean lovers • Swimmers, divers, fishers, and beach combers •
Illustration and art lovers • Adults and teens • Collectors of illustrated classics • Fans of the illustrator Maggie
Chiang
Flowers for the Sea Aug 28 2019 A Library Journal Editor's Pick! Flowers for the Sea is a dark, dazzling debut
novella that reads like Rosemary's Baby by way of Octavia E. Butler We are a people who do not forget. Survivors
from a flooded kingdom struggle alone on an ark. Resources are scant, and ravenous beasts circle. Their fangs are
sharp. Among the refugees is Iraxi: ostracized, despised, and a commoner who refused a prince, she’s pregnant with
a child that might be more than human. Her fate may be darker and more powerful than she can imagine. Zin E.
Rocklyn’s extraordinary debut is a lush, gothic fantasy about the prices we pay and the vengeance we seek. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Beyond the Law of the Sea Mar 16 2021 This important new text in international law, international relations, and
maritime affairs describes in detail the concurrent development of international law and law of the sea, the complex
negotiating process that resulted in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention, and policy directions and issues for the
U.S. in the post-Convention environment.
The Law of the Sea and Climate Change Mar 04 2020 Explores how the law of the sea can develop in support of the
objectives of the United Nations climate regime.
Law of the Sea Apr 16 2021 This series brings together the most significant published journal articles in
international law as determined by the editors of each volume in the series. The proliferation of law, specialist
journals, the increase in international materials and the use of the internet has meant that it is increasingly difficult
for students and legal scholars to have access to all the relevant articles. Many valuable older articles are unable to
be obtained readily. In addition each volume contains an informative introduction which provides an overview of the
subject matter and justification of why the articles were collected. This series contains collections of articles in a
manner that is of use for both teaching and research.
The International Law of the Sea May 18 2021 This textbook on the law of the sea sets the subject in the context of
public international law. It comprehensively covers the principal topics of the course, from the legal regimes
governing the different jurisdictional zones, to international co-operation for protection of the marine environment
and marine living resources.
The Sea Oct 23 2021 *Winner of the Man Booker Prize* A luminous novel about love, loss, and the unpredictable
power of memory. In this “extraordinary meditation on mortality, grief, death, childhood and memory" (USA
Today), John Banville introduces us to Max Morden, a middle-aged Irishman who has gone back to the seaside town
where he spent his summer holidays as a child to cope with the recent loss of his wife. It is also a return to the place
where he met the Graces, the well-heeled family with whom he experienced the strange suddenness of both love and
death for the first time. What Max comes to understand about the past, and about its indelible effects on him, is at
the center of this elegiac, gorgeously written novel — among the finest we have had from this masterful writer.
In the Heart of the Sea Sep 09 2020 From the author of Mayflower, Valiant Ambition, and In the Hurricane's Eye-the riveting bestseller tells the story of the true events that inspired Melville's Moby-Dick. Winner of the National
Book Award, Nathaniel Philbrick's book is a fantastic saga of survival and adventure, steeped in the lore of whaling,
with deep resonance in American literature and history. In 1820, the whaleship Essex was rammed and sunk by an
angry sperm whale, leaving the desperate crew to drift for more than ninety days in three tiny boats. Nathaniel
Philbrick uses little-known documents and vivid details about the Nantucket whaling tradition to reveal the chilling
facts of this infamous maritime disaster. In the Heart of the Sea, recently adapted into a major feature film starring
Chris Hemsworth, is a book for the ages.
The Sea Is Salt and So Am I Feb 01 2020 I’ll Give You the Sun meets Normal People in Cassandra Hartt's The Sea
Is Salt and So Am I, a stunning YA contemporary debut that asks if the secrets we keep and the people we love can
change who we are. "Achingly beautiful.”—Rachael Lippincott, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Five Feet
Apart "Turbulent and tender, this deeply-felt debut will make your heart swell time and time again."—Julia Drake,
author of The Last True Poets of the Sea West Finch is one hurricane away from falling into the sea. Yet sixteenyear-old Harlow Prout is determined to save her small Maine hometown. If only she could stop getting in her own
way and find someone, anyone, willing to help. But her best friend Ellis MacQueen “fixes” problems by running
away from them—including his broken relationship with his twin brother, Tommy. And Tommy’s depression has hit
a new low, so he’s not up for fixing anything. In the wake of the town’s latest devastating storm, Tommy goes out
for a swim that he doesn’t intend to survive. It’s his unexpected return that sets into motion a sea change between
these three teens. One that tests old loyalties, sparks new romance, and uncovers painful secrets. And nothing stays
secret in West Finch for long. Exquisitely honest and shimmering with emotion, The Sea is Salt and So Am I is a
captivating multi-POV story that probes the depths of what it means to love and trust—both ourselves and others.
In the Heart of the Sea Oct 03 2022 From the author of Mayflower, Valiant Ambition, and In the Hurricane's Eye--

the riveting bestseller tells the story of the true events that inspired Melville's Moby-Dick. Winner of the National
Book Award, Nathaniel Philbrick's book is a fantastic saga of survival and adventure, steeped in the lore of whaling,
with deep resonance in American literature and history. In 1820, the whaleship Essex was rammed and sunk by an
angry sperm whale, leaving the desperate crew to drift for more than ninety days in three tiny boats. Nathaniel
Philbrick uses little-known documents and vivid details about the Nantucket whaling tradition to reveal the chilling
facts of this infamous maritime disaster. In the Heart of the Sea, recently adapted into a major feature film starring
Chris Hemsworth, is a book for the ages.
Exercising Control of the Sea Feb 12 2021 This book explains both the strategic and the operational aspects of
exercising control of the sea. The struggle for sea control consists of three mutually related and overlapping phases:
obtaining, maintaining and exercising sea control. It is in the phase of exercising sea control when one’s strategic or
operational success is exploited; otherwise, the fruits of victories achieved would be wasted. This work describes the
strategy of a stronger side in wartime after a desired degree of control has been obtained, which is followed by a
discussion on the objectives and main methods used in exercising sea control. The remaining chapters explain and
analyze in some detail each of the main methods of exercising sea control: defence and protection of one’s own and
destruction/neutralization of the enemy’s military-economic potential at sea, capturing the enemy’s operationally
important positions ashore, destroying/weakening the enemy’s military-economic potential ashore and supporting
one’s ground forces in their offensive and defensive operations on the coast. This book will be of much interest to
students of strategic studies, sea power and naval history.
A Long Petal of the Sea Sep 29 2019 The Sunday Times bestseller 'One of the strongest and most affecting works
in Allende's long career' New York Times Book Review 'A defiantly warm and funny novel, by somebody who has
earned the right to argue that love and optimism can survive whatever history might throw at us' Daily Telegraph
September 3, 1939, the day of the Spanish exiles' splendid arrival in Chile, the Second World War broke out in
Europe. Victor Dalmau is a young doctor when he is caught up in the Spanish Civil War, a tragedy that leaves his
life – and the fate of his country – forever changed. Together with his sister-in-law, the pianist Roser, he is forced
out of his beloved Barcelona and into exile. When opportunity to seek refuge arises, they board a ship chartered by
the poet Pablo Neruda to Chile, the promised 'long petal of sea and wine and snow'. There, they find themselves
enmeshed in a rich web of characters who come together in love and tragedy over the course of four generations,
destined to witness the battle between freedom and repression as it plays out across the world. A masterful work of
historical fiction that soars from the Spanish Civil War to the rise and fall of Pinochet, A Long Petal of the Sea is
Isabel Allende at the height of her powers. 'An epic that starts in 1939 and spans decades and continents . . . A
masterful work of historical fiction about hope, exile and belonging, and one that sheds light on the way we live
now' Independent.co.uk 'Full of ambition and humanity' Sunday Times 'Allende knows that all stories are love
stories, and the greatest love stories are told by time' Colum McCann 'Allende's style is impressively Olympian and
the payoff is remarkable' Guardian 'Epic in scope, yet intimate in execution' i
Souls of the Sea Nov 11 2020 In January 2007, within the space of only six days, three large fishing boats - the Pere
Charles, the Honey Dew II and the Renegade - capsized and sank off the south east coast of Ireland. There were
eleven crewmen on board the three vessels. In a tragic week, seven fishermen lost their lives in storm-force winds
and waves. In Souls of the Sea, Damien Tiernan gets to the heart of the tragedy that stunned Ireland and made
headlines around the world. He talks to the families of those who drowned, as well as to the survivors from the
sunken boats; to the rescue crews and weather forecasters, and to the ordinary people who turned out in their
hundreds to search the shoreline for clues as to what happened. A vivid picture emerges of brave and resourceful
men and women who continue to forge unique communities in the face of adversity. Souls of the Sea is a memorial
to the seven men who were lost.
Skin of the Sea May 30 2022 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The must-read Black mermaid
fantasy series that #1 NYT bestselling author Nicola Yoon calls “epic and original,” in which one mermaid takes on
the gods themselves. Perfect for fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Beasts of Prey. “Riveting.” —NPR
“Evocative.” —Entertainment Weekly “Remarkable.” —Buzzfeed A way to survive. A way to serve. A way to save.
Simi prayed to the gods, once. Now she serves them as Mami Wata—a mermaid—collecting the souls of those who
die at sea and blessing their journeys back home. But when a living boy is thrown overboard, Simi goes against an
ancient decree and does the unthinkable—she saves his life. And punishment awaits those who dare to defy the
gods. To protect the other Mami Wata, Simi must journey to the Supreme Creator to make amends. But all is not as
it seems. There's the boy she rescued, who knows more than he should. And something is shadowing Simi,
something that would rather see her fail . . . Danger lurks at every turn, and as Simi draws closer, she must brave
vengeful gods, treacherous lands, and legendary creatures. Because if she fails, she risks not only the fate of all
Mami Wata, but also the world as she knows it.
The Law of the Sea Apr 04 2020 A brand-new, gripping legal thriller in the tradition of John Grisham and Michael
Crichton. In the twenty-first century, modern-day treasure hunters scour the seas for ancient shipwrecks, the last

remnants of the Age of Discovery. By using sophisticated equipment and old nautical records, these daring
adventurers uncover ships long lost to history, worth colossal sums in gold and silver. Against this backdrop, young
lawyer Jack Carver meets his newest client, Ashley Marcum, who is looking for advice after her brother's mysterious
death. Their only clue is a set of unidentified gold coins--which Jack and Ashley soon suspect come from one of
these ancient wrecks. As Jack and Ashley scramble to discover how her brother died and uncover the origin of the
coins, they find themselves locked in a global legal battle, pitted against powerful corporations and their stone-cold
lawyers. Amidst twists, turns, and setbacks, Jack and Ashley must race through a history shrouded in secrets,
spurred on by a case that ignites a firestorm around the world.
The Girl Who Fell Beneath the Sea Jun 06 2020 A New York Times Bestseller! Axie Oh's The Girl Who Fell
Beneath the Sea is an enthralling feminist retelling of the classic Korean folktale "The Tale of Shim Cheong,"
perfect for fans of Wintersong, Uprooted, and Miyazaki’s Spirited Away. Deadly storms have ravaged Mina’s
homeland for generations. Floods sweep away entire villages, while bloody wars are waged over the few remaining
resources. Her people believe the Sea God, once their protector, now curses them with death and despair. In an
attempt to appease him, each year a beautiful maiden is thrown into the sea to serve as the Sea God’s bride, in the
hopes that one day the “true bride” will be chosen and end the suffering. Many believe that Shim Cheong, the most
beautiful girl in the village—and the beloved of Mina’s older brother Joon—may be the legendary true bride. But on
the night Cheong is to be sacrificed, Joon follows Cheong out to sea, even knowing that to interfere is a death
sentence. To save her brother, Mina throws herself into the water in Cheong’s stead. Swept away to the Spirit
Realm, a magical city of lesser gods and mythical beasts, Mina seeks out the Sea God, only to find him caught in an
enchanted sleep. With the help of a mysterious young man named Shin—as well as a motley crew of demons, gods
and spirits—Mina sets out to wake the Sea God and bring an end to the killer storms once and for all. But she
doesn’t have much time: A human cannot live long in the land of the spirits. And there are those who would do
anything to keep the Sea God from waking... Praise for The Girl Who Fell Beneath the Sea: An ABA Indie
Bestseller "On every page I found something marvelous and new, and I was eager to keep reading because I wanted
to further explore this wondrous new world." —The New York Times "A beautiful, mesmerizing retelling I wish I’d
had when I was growing up. ... A heartfelt tale that I will be recommending for years to come." —Elizabeth Lim,
New York Times-bestselling author of Six Crimson Cranes "A clever, creative, and exquisitely written tale of
sacrifice, love, and fate." —Stephanie Garber, New York Times-bestselling author of Caraval
Three by the Sea Aug 21 2021 Three friends, Dog, Cat, and Mouse, live happily—or so they think—in their beach
hut by the sea until one night a mysterious Stranger, bearing gifts from the Winds of Change Trading Company,
blows into their little world and turns it upside down. Soon Dog, Cat, and Mouse are fighting with each other. Is the
foxy Stranger a troublemaker or does he mean well? And will Dog, Cat, and Mouse ever be happy again? Children
will find this thought-provoking picture book of true friendship from award-winning Mini Grey, author of Traction
Man Is Here! and Traction Man Meets Turbodog, deeply satisfying, a story they'll want to hear—and discuss—again
and again.
Shen of the Sea Dec 01 2019 Sixteen original stories reflecting the spirit of Chinese life and thought.
Monsters of the Sea Jan 14 2021 In Monsters of the Sea, Richard Ellis casts his net wide in search of the most
unusual aquatic creatures, from mermaids to manatees to the Loch Ness Monster and the mythical sea serpent for
whom the giant squid has frequently been mistaken. Ellis examines the literary sources of sea-monster lore, from
The Odyssey to Jules Verne to Peter Benchley. Highly entertaining, packed with curiosities, and backed by the
author's impeccable scientific credentials.
A Hole in the Bottom of the Sea Aug 01 2022 Swim with 5 sea creatures in this colorful, tongue-twisting singalong!
Based on the traditional cumulative song, each verse introduces a new animal and its place in the marine food chain,
from the snail to the shark. Chosen as the BookTrust National Bookstart Week book in 2016, A Hole in the Bottom
of the Sea offers a delightful dip into multi-sensory science learning sure to inspire young marine biologists. A QR
code on the book provides access to video animation and audio.
Law of the Sea in East Asia Apr 28 2022 Law of the Sea in East Asia selects the most prominent maritime legal
issues that have emerged since the post-LOS Convention era for a detailed discussion and assessment. The current
marine legal order in East Asia is based on the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOS
Convention) and accordingly coastal states in the region are obliged to cooperate amongst themselves to exercise
their rights and perform their duties. Keyuan, a respected expert in the fields of international and Chinese law,
explores issues concerning compliance with the law of the sea, territorial disputes and maritime boundary
delimitation, fishery management, safety of navigation and maritime security, and neglected issues in the law of the
sea. This is the first book to examine maritime laws in East Asia, and as such will appeal to academics of law and
Asian studies, lawyers and policy makers.
Star of the Sea Dec 13 2020 In the middle of the Atlantic Ocean during the summer of 1847, a boatload of Irish
refugees heading for the promise of America is stalked by a killer in their ranks who seems bent on some kind of

revenge, in a historical thriller by the author of Cowboys & Indians and The Salesman. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
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